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How to address the question 

A suggested structure is to think about ‘significance’ in terms of: 

⃝ Economic 
⃝ Social e.g. psychological, changes to society 
⃝ Cultural 
⃝ Political (international – e.g. foreign policy) 
⃝ Political (domestic e.g. politics within the USA) 

 
Some useful questions for thinking about significance 
 
Width of impact 
 

• How many people, groups or institutions were affected? 
• Which different types of people were affected (e.g. rich/poor) 
• Were men/women affected to the same degree? 
• Were different parts of the country, world affected in the same way? 
• How wide, geographically, was the impact? 

 
Depth of impact  
 

• How deeply were people’s lives, beliefs and attitudes affected? 
• How far were other aspects, e.g. institutions, power relationships, changed? 
• For how long were people affected? 
• How important was it to people? 
• How powerful was the impact? 
• What kind of reactions was caused? 
• How far was it remarked on by people at the time? 

 
Nature of impact 
 

• How far was it beneficial? 
• How typical or unique? 
• How expected/unexpected? 
• How reported/how received? 
• How iconic/symbolic? 

 
Significance over time (relationship to other events) 
 

• How much of a change occurred between what went before and what came after, e.g. how far was it a 
turning point? 

• How much continuity occurred between what went before and what came after e.g. how far was it part of 
a trend? 

• How far did it affect things in the longer term, e.g. was it a false dawn, how long did the impact last? 
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Useful words for talking about significance 

You should use these throughout your essay 

 

 

 
Very deep impact 

Profound 
Considerable 
Substantial 

Far reaching 
Intense 

Noticeable 
Important 

 
Very long last impact 

 
Enduring 
Ongoing 

Irreversible 
Irrevocable 
Permanent 

 
Very wide impact 

 
Widespread 

Numerous [people/citizens/soldier etc.] were affected 
Large scale 

Broad 
General 
Ample 

Expansive 
 
 

 
Limited impact 

 
Trivial 

Inconsequential 
Irrelevant 

Minor 
Meagre 

Negligible 
Pointless 

 
Impact that was short lived 

 
Fleeting 

Temporary 
Reversible 
Short-lived 

 
Narrow impact 

 
Narrow 
Limited 

Small scale 
Specific 

Limited to [e.g. a particular group] 
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The Sources 
 

- Interview with William Cobb Jr., who volunteered to fight in Vietnam 
after dropping out of college. He was posted to Saigon 1970-1. The interview 
was made in 2014 by Utah Valley University. 

 

Except the only time we talked about the draft was when I was about to be drafted. …if 
you mean talking about the draft as an institution and whether it was fair, we never talked about that. We just 
figured that those people who worked hard and went to college they were able to select when they would go into 
the military. Those who were less fortunate the military would be a place where you would gain the skills that you 
would use when you got separated from active duty and went on with the rest of your life… 

… I could probably point to Vietnam on a map only because I'd already lived in Okinawa, which is in that part of the 
world. But I think a lot of the people I went to school with wouldn't even be able to find it on a map. That's how 
remote the situation was. … 

… My trust was implicit. I believed at the time that the anti-war demonstrations were really picking up. The Tet 
Offensive had already begun. And the numbers of people who were involved in questioning the war were rising into 
the tens and hundreds of thousands. But I still felt that the war was the correct thing to do. Not because I'd studied 
the war. Only because of the American government said, Lyndon Johnson said, “The war is correct,” then I believed 
that. Why would I doubt anything that the government said? 

… This would be 1969 and ’70. …so this would be a year and a half after the Tet Offensive. The majority of the 
country was opposed to the war, opposed to the bombing, opposed to the draft. Most people had family members 
or people from the neighborhood who'd been there, maybe casualties. …by ’69 or ’70 no one in the military, 
whether it was your NCOs or commanding officers was trying to talk you into agreeing that the war was correct. By 
that point, most people realized that the war was questionable at best. So what they said about Vietnam was not its 
right or wrong or we've got a great strategy and we're going to defeat the communists any day now. They only 
talked about Vietnam from the perspective of, if you're here at basic training or you're here in this advanced training 
course, you're very likely to go to Vietnam. If you want to survive the year that you're there you pay attention to the 
training that we're about to give you. Everything they said about Vietnam was, Pay attention, be practical, learn how 
to survive for 365 and come back to the states, and put all of this behind you. We're not here to tell you that the 
war is a good idea, because no one was convinced of that. 

 

- Interview with Lewis Downey, drafted into the army to serve in Vietnam 
in 1969. He served there from 1971 to 1972. The interview was made in 2013 by 
Utah Valley University. 

 
I’d been in the Boy Scouts, I said the Pledge of Allegiance far too many times. That stuff 

prepares you for being hauled off to somebody's war. I knew my dad had been in World War II in the Pacific and it 
was just assumed that he did this, so I do this. It was just an assumption; it was a non-verbalized assumption… I'm in 
contact with the guy who was my supervisor over there. It’d be tough to call it a friendship because there’s no real 
conversation. I mean, he still suffers from the fact that he knew this guy who died. I didn't know the guy who died, 
but I consider him the best friend I never met. So, in that sense, that's a lasting friendship, but it certainly is one-
way… I came away with an impression that these [Vietnamese] are people in the world who are really getting 
stomped on right now and I feel bad for them. 
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- Interview with Diane Evans, who volunteered to nurse in Vietnam, and spent 
one year there August 1968-1969. The interview was made in 2012 by Utah Valley 
University. 

 

We all had our jobs to do. And there was this tremendous work ethic. A tremendous sense of 
the way our parents raised us [to have] a sense of duty to our community, a sense of duty to 

our church, and a sense of duty to our country…  

This was a war of draft-able young men. And young men who were in college had deferments. And a lot of these 
farm boys, like my brothers wanted to go back to the farm or stay on the farm. And so all around us we have 
neighboring boys who had gone to Vietnam. And there were three of my brothers’ classmates who were killed in 
Vietnam. And so my parents were of course naturally concerned…  

But it’s now 1966 and I’m still studying nursing. And I am very interested in what’s happening in Vietnam. I’m very 
conscious of the protests. I’m very conscious of what’s happening in Vietnam because of the six o’clock news. … 
And I would be seeing body bags. Up in the fields, I would see the choppers coming in. And I saw all these images of 
men. I never saw images of women serving. But I knew there must be nurses there. I thought I’m a nurse. I’m going 
to be a nurse. I want to go to Vietnam. I want to do my part…  

I never did support the war before, during, or after. I went because I was a nurse. And I thought they’re going to 
need nurses there… I didn’t trust the government because of my dad. They went through the Depression, and went 
through World War II, and then they went through the Korean War, and now there’s a Vietnam War. And my dad 
was very antiwar. Oh, he thought the war in Vietnam was wrong. He thought it was terrible, Why are we doing this? 
Wars aren’t the answer and all of the debt, and for what? Because now, it’s like why are all of these young men 
coming home in body bags and wounded, for what? What are we doing there? So I’m beginning to question LBJ and 
why we’re there…  

I came to Vietnam with faith. I had gone to a Lutheran church in Minnesota, Swedish Lutheran. I had gone through 
confirmation. And my pastor had given me this book called, Prayers for Youth. And I took that to Vietnam with me. 
And it became very evident that I needed to do a lot of praying. To just face what I’m facing day in and day out. And I 
prayed a lot. But the prayers weren’t working… Now for the young men over there about to lose their lives and 
wondering what am I doing this for? I mean, you can’t send men and women off to war without giving them a clear 
purpose? 

 

- Interview with Bruce Plenk, a peace activist and demonstrator in Utah during the Vietnam 
war. Interviewed in 2004 by Utah Valley university. He was arrested for attacking a Utah 
Valley university building in 1960s. 

I was in college from 1965 to 1969. That of course was the height, the beginning of moving into the height of the 
Vietnam War. While I was in college, after learning about the war in Vietnam and being exposed to the potential for 
being drafted, I got involved with SDS which stands for Students for Democratic Society, which was a primarily 
white, upper class college student peace group that was formed in the mid sixties… But it was a fluid group. 
Sometimes there would be 100 people in the meeting and sometimes there would be 10 people at the meeting. 
Meetings were on campus. It turned out later that there were several FBI informants that came to all the meetings…  

…In May of 1970 was when the kids were killed at Kent State. That prompted a very large outpouring of students 
demonstrating at the University of Utah and led to the occupation of the Park Administration Building by, I want to 
say a couple hundred people. Out of that, 81 people if I remember right, were arrested and charged for trespassing 
and taken to jail…  

…The main thing I remember in the early seventies was that Vietnam vets [veterans, i.e. ex-soldiers] really came out 
and started joining the protests… There were these segments of Salt Lake and Utah that were supportive. You’d 
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have some foreign students, some hippies, some professors, some union people, some old time radicals, that were all 
involved. I remember people yelling stuff, counter demonstrators yelling stuff at these protestors. I don’t think I 
remember anybody being totally out of control… In the late sixties, many workers, the most visible workers were 
construction workers who were usually the ones that had American flag stickers on their hard hats and would fight 
and bust up demonstrations and attack peace demonstrators and hippies…  

…Nothing much has really changed. There’s been an international peace movement forever and there’s been a Utah 
peace movement for a long time, and there still is, which I think is great… Between 1975 and 1985 there was the 
MX missile and the waste dump. That was an interesting one because it involved environmental people as well as 
some people that had been more involved with the peace related stuff… I was in law school in 1974-77. I’m a little 
hazy on some of the years when the nuke dump fight was on. I’m a little bit vague. Basically as the Vietnam War was 

ending a bunch of the people including me that were peace people also 
got involved in the environmental movement. So as the war ended and 
the national anti-war cause went down the environmental issues came 
up. 

 

 

A badge worn by those resisting the Draft in Seattle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Poster advertising training for anti-Vietnam protestors, 
Seattle. 
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Historian Kyle Longley, pub. 2013, University of California Press 

In the aftermath of the war, most Americans tried to forget the war and its effects. For nearly a decade, veterans and 
their families and friends privately sustained the memories, particularly of those who died in Vietnam. It was a 
process focused on sorrow, anger, and feelings of betrayal. In the early 1980s, however, changes occurred as the 
Vietnam Memorial on the National Mall raised the visibility of Vietnam veterans in the public awareness. Pride in 
having fulfilled their duty became more common as Vietnam veterans increasingly highlighted a more noble meaning 
in their service, although sadness remained a cornerstone of the process. 

… Remembering the Vietnam veterans… occurred in a very different context than that of their fathers and uncles 
who fought in World War II. When the World War II veterans returned home, they came as a large collective 
group and flooded their hometowns. Across the country, they received parades, and people erected monuments to 
honor them. The federal government heaped benefits on them, including the immensely popular GI Bill.  

… In contrast, Vietnam veterans received few parades or monuments and generally felt isolated within society. This 
paralleled the country’s mood, as the United States began large-scale withdrawals from Vietnam in 1970, culminating 
in the fall of Saigon in April 1975. Years of division and protests created an America wanting to close the book on 
this sad chapter in its history. Consequently, Vietnam veterans became invisible outside of the negative stereotypes 
often perpetuated in movies and on television. 

 

Journalist Karl Marlantes, ‘The War that Killed Trust’, New York Times, 2017 

In the early spring of 1967, I was in the middle of a heated 2 a.m. hallway discussion with fellow students at Yale 
about the Vietnam War. I was from a small town in Oregon, and I had already joined the Marine Corps Reserve. My 
friends were mostly from East Coast prep schools. One said that Lyndon B. Johnson was lying to us about the war. I 
blurted out, “But … but an American president wouldn’t lie to Americans!” They all burst out laughing. 

When I told that story to my children, they all burst out laughing, too. Of course presidents lie. All politicians lie. 
God, Dad, what planet are you from? 

Before the Vietnam War, most Americans were like me. After the Vietnam War, most Americans are like my 
children… America didn’t just lose the war, and the lives of 58,000 young men and women; Vietnam changed us as a 
country. In many ways, for the worse: It made us cynical and distrustful of our institutions, especially of government. 
For many people, it eroded the notion, once nearly universal, that part of being an American was serving your 
country. 

 … But not everything about the war was negative. As a Marine lieutenant in Vietnam, I saw how it threw together 
young men from diverse racial and ethnic backgrounds and forced them to trust one another with their lives. It was 
a racial crucible that played an enormous, if often unappreciated, role in moving America toward real integration. … 
White guys had to listen to soul music and black guys had to listen to country music. We didn’t fear one another. 
And the experience stuck with us. Hundreds of thousands of young men came home from Vietnam with different 
ideas about race — some for the worse, but most for the better. 

 

Historian Brendan Gallagher, 2014, University of Liverpool. 

Before 1960, racial animosity had been negligible: black soldiers were professional and seeking a career. Moreover, 
for some Black soldiers, Vietnam provided an opportunity for escape from poor economic and social conditions at 
home "I thought the only way I could make it out of the ghetto, was to be the best soldier I possibly could”.  

… Qualification standards were lowered [for the draft, which was introduced in 1964 and then expanded in 1966] 
meaning that black Americans who had previously evaded the draft owing to poor education opportunities, were 
now eligible and so too, ironically, were racially intolerant, poor white men from the Southern States. 246,000 men 
were recruited between October 1966 and June 1969 – 41% were black, although black Americans represented only 
11% of the U.S. population. 58,000 lost their lives in the conflict, 22% of whom were black. Less than 3% of the 
officers in the Army were black, less than 1% in the Marines.  
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… Soon rumours abounded that the U.S. government were using the Vietnam War as a form of genocide. Money 
was being pumped into Vietnam instead of poor black communities in America. … The racial tensions in the 
ghettoes of Detroit and Chicago were now echoed in the armed forces. In July 1969, there was a race riot in 
Lejeune Marine Camp in North Carolina. Soon, the battlefield became a stage of conflict within the U.S ranks. 
Rebellion and mutiny amongst black soldiers began to occur. Also, in 1970, seven black soldiers from the 
176th Regiment disobeyed orders to go on patrol duty, claiming their lives were being “deliberately endangered by 
racist officers.  

… Participation in the Vietnam War without doubt heightened black consciousness, and help politicise every black 
American as a result of their being made “clearly aware of the paradox of fighting for democracy abroad when they 
did not have it at home.” 

 

American casualties in Vietnam war, National Archives, Government of United States of America, 
last compiled 2008 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From an article on the costs of the Vietnam war published 1975, from an internal US government 
publication. 

The total cost of the Vietnam War is impossible to determine. 

Although the Defense Department reported that the U.S. military share of the Southeast Asian conflict would total 
$138.9-billion for the period 1965–76, no figures are available on the exact amount of economic and military 
assistance channeled to Vietnam since 1950, when the United States agreed to give arms aid to the French-
sponsored states of Indochina. Even if a grand total were available, it would only reflect a part of the true price of 
the war. 

Veterans benefits, for example, were expected to reach a $33-billion level by 1980. But beyond that year there was 
uncertainty. Government estimates placed the eventual cost of benefits above the amount spent by the Pentagon in 
Vietnam. The ultimate figure would depend on how many veterans bought homes with VA mortgages, were 
hospitalized at government expense or took advantage of education grants. 
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And beyond the military expenditures and veterans benefits were the intangibles that defy cost analysis—lost human 
lives, disabled bodies, displaced persons and devastated countrysides. 

“The impact of Vietnam is so gigantic and diffuse that no adequate calculation of all the political, sociological and 
economic costs can be made,” said Dennis Mueller of Cornell University in 1970. 

In 1974, the Library of Congress reported that there had been no official study of the long-range cost of the Vietnam 
conflict. The U.S. Statistical Abstract, however, placed the final government cost at $352-billion, and private 
economists double or triple this amount. Taking the highest estimates, it has been calculated that the United States 
could have paid off the mortgage on every home in the nation and had money left over had there been no Vietnam 
War. 

 

From alphahistory, a historical website 

Though the majority of Vietnam veterans returned home without serious problems, a large number found the 
readjustment to civilian life difficult. Thousands struggled to find and hold down jobs, form new relationships and 
keep their marriages intact. Some battled with alcoholism and drug abuse, while many succumbed to suicide (by 2014 
almost 100,000 veterans had taken their own lives). A government survey in 1988 concluded that 479,000 people – 
just over 15 per cent of US service personnel posted to Vietnam – had been diagnosed with Post-Traumatic Stress 
Disorder (PTSD). 

 

Summary of a discussion at Brookings Institute, 2011 

For decades, the Vietnam War has had a significant influence on American foreign and military policy. The United Sta

tes had never lost a war until its military forces and diplomats were forced to flee Saigon in humiliation in 1975. 

From Classroom.com 

President Ronald Reagan’s “secret” war against the Nicaraguan Contras was secret precisely because he wa

s afraid the American public would no longer support him after Vietnam, writes Harvard political scientist 

Richard Sobel in his book "The Impact of Public Opinion on U.S. Foreign Policy Since Vietnam." 

… Another way the Vietnam War changed America’s approach to foreign policy was that the armed forces 

shifted to an all-volunteer army from a draft. Because of widespread sentiment against the military after the 

Vietnam War, the government could no longer trust the caliber of recruits it was getting from civilians pull

ed in by the draft, and had to go to a smaller volunteer force. 
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Song lyrics – I have seen the rain, by Pink, 2011. The song was 
written by her father James T. Moore who served in Vietnam. 

Spend my days just searching  

Spend my nights in dreams  

Stop looking over my shoulder baby  

I stopped wondering what it means.  

Drop out, burn out, sold your home  

Oh they said I should've been more  

Probably so if I hadn't been in that crazy damn Vietnam war  

 

I have seen the rain  

I've survived the pain  

Oh I've been home 30 years or so  

And I'm just stepping off of the plane  

 

Stanley Karnow, Vietnam: a history, pub. 1983 

The diplomacy of Vietnam had seesawed in a similar pattern since the start of the struggle. Neither side was willing 

to deal from weakness, hoping for a stronger battlefield position to improve its bargaining posture. Not was either 

side eager to compromise from current strength, reckoning that an even stronger battlefield position would enable it 

to dictate terms…”Tonight I can report that Vietnamisation has succeeded,” proclaimed President Nixon in a 

televised speech on April 7, 1971. He could hardly say otherwise without acknowledging that his policy was failing, 

and as usual he attacked the new media for focusing on a few horrible scenes…The US command in Saigon 

estimated that sixty-five thousand GIs were on drugs in 1970. Fred Hickey, a helicopter pilot at the time, later 

recalled that almost entire American units, including officers, were “doing heroin”. …The US commanders knew that 

the answer to the problem was to end the war and repatriate [bring home] the GIs, for whom the conflict had 

become as pointless as it had for the rest of the American people. In March 1971, a poll reported that public 

confidence in Nixon had dropped to 50 per cent, the lowest rating since he entered office. Support for his conduct 

of the war slid to 34 per cent, another survey stated, with 51 per cent of Americans persuaded that the conflict was 

“morally wrong”. 
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Cartoon pub. The Times (British newspaper), July 1967 
Caption reads ‘This is proving to be excellent training for civilian life’ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Photo published in ‘Vietnam Inc.’, a collection of photo journalism pictures by Philip Jones Griffiths, 
pub. 1971 
 
Caption: ‘The problem with ‘close’ air and artillery support is that I can often be too close. The troops (below and 
right) had cordoned off a block. After much firing from behind their tanks and APC’s [Armoured Personnel Carrier], 
they decided to call in artillery fire from their base camp. The first shell sent everyone diving into their vehicles; the 
second left two GI’s dead and three wounded. If there was a Vietcong sniper around he missed many easy targets, 
for after the artillery stopped, the GI’s stood in exposed groups, utterly dejected [miserable], telling each other what 
awful torture they had planned for the artillery officers back at their camp.’  
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Gerard DeGroot, The Impact of the Vietnam War on the USA, 1975-2001, Modern History Review, 
February 2001  

 
John McCain’s (a US presidential candidate in 2000 and 2008)… reception nevertheless reveals how, 25 years after 
the fall of Saigon, many Americans remain obsessed with the Vietnam War… 

For the first seven years after US withdrawal, discussion of the war was taboo. But during the 1980 presidential 
election campaign Ronald Reagan grasped the Vietnam nettle. He told the Veterans of Foreign Wars (VFW) that ‘It’s 
time we recognised that our was, in truth, a noble cause.’  

Reagan’s successor, George Bush, sought closure, not celebration. In his inaugural address in 1989 Bush expressed 
regret at the way Vietnam ‘cleaves us still. But, friends, that war began in earnest a quarter of a century ago; and 
surely the statute of limitation has been reached. This is a fact: the final lesson of Vietnam is that no great nation can 
long afford to be sundered by a memory.’  

His [Bill Clinton’s] administration… did manage to restore diplomatic relations with Vietnam. 

In 1984 Bruce Springsteen produced a hit song (Born in the USA)… Springsteen loved the song but hated its 
reception. He was trying to write a serious ballad about the betrayal of the American working class during the 
Vietnam era but his listeners heard only the chorus: ‘BORN IN THE USA!’…The song is neatly symbolic of 
America’s reaction to the Vietnam War. Americans still want to love their country but many feel deeply uneasy 
about its recent past. 

 

Andrew Richard Flint and Hannah Helliar, The ‘Vietnam syndrome’, Modern History Review, 
February 2017  

The disastrous impact of America’s longest war has been enduring, creating the so-called ‘Vietnam syndrome’ that 
acts as a cautionary warning against foolhardy military interventionism and for others as an unwarranted constraint 
that is akin to appeasement.  

In 1976, Jimmy Carter was elected president in part because of his promise to avoid foreign entanglements. Damning 
the ‘moral and intellectual poverty’ of Vietnam, Carter sought to place human rights as the ‘central tenet of foreign 
policy’.  

Later attempts to limit US intervention to humanitarian efforts also failed. The embarrassment of the so-called ‘Black 
Hawk Down’ mission in Somalia in 1993 led observers to fear a ‘Vietnalia’ – a quagmire from which America would 
struggle to extract itself. The graphic images of US personnel being dragged through the streets bolstered future 
reluctance to engage in foreign policy conflicts on humanitarian grounds, as was seen in the response to the 
Rwandan genocide of 1994. Vietnam appeared to have turned America into what Richard Nixon had feared – ‘a 
pitiful, helpless giant’.  

When the Shah of Iran was deposed in an Islamic revolution, Carter made clear the impact of Vietnam in his refusal 
to intervene. He declared that the USA had ‘no desire or ability to intrude massive forces into Iran’, and explicitly 
warned, ‘we’ve tried this once in Vietnam’ and ‘it did not work’.  

Conservatives like Norman Podhoretz claimed that lack of trust in military force was ‘making the world safe for 
communism’, a view shared by Ronald Reagan. Elected president in 1980, Reagan challenged Vietnam syndrome, 
conspicuously seeking to reconceptualise the war as a ‘noble cause’ and promising a return to active anti-
communism.  

However, Reagan’s administration could not escape the legacy of Vietnam. The Iran-Contra affair was a covert 
operation involving the illegal funding of anti-Communist forces in Nicaragua. The operation was in large part 
dictated by the need to avoid attentions of an assertive post-Vietnam Congress that would no longer sanction open-
ended military action in regions of unclear importance to American interests. 

The 1991 Gulf War appeared to represent the final exorcism of the ghosts of Vietnam. The Bush administration built 
Congressional and international support for military action… When Saddam Hussein was forced to withdraw his 
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forces, a euphoric President George H. W. Bush declared, ‘By God, we’ve kicked the Vietnam syndrome once and 
for all!’ 

Yet…Bush’s unwillingness to go beyond his United Nations remit and topple Saddam Hussein owed much to the 
fear of becoming embroiled in Vietnam style ‘quagmire’. The need for ‘no more Vietnams’ had not been transcended.  

Most observers predicted that the 11 September attacks would fundamentally alter American foreign policy and 
replace Vietnam with a new set of historical analogies. However, when the level of military forces in Afghanistan was 
gradually escalated, Schulzinger noted that ‘almost immediately the Americans saw the war in Afghanistan through 
the lens of the Vietnam War’. The New York Times asked: ‘Could Afghanistan become another Vietnam?’… When 
the White House asked for an additional $87 billion for the war effort in September 2003, one Congressman 
warned, ‘I haven’t seen such a spectacular set of miscalculations since LBJ was bringing us into Vietnam deeper and 
deeper.’  

As early as 1968, US intelligence adviser Albert Wohlstetter warned that ‘of all the disasters in Vietnam, the worst 
may be the lessons we’ll draw from it’.  

In the immediate aftermath of the war, Melanson wrote that the Vietnam syndrome ‘hung like a mist’ in successive 
administrations. Today, those mists show no sign of clearing.  

Andrew Wiest, Essential Histories – The Vietnam War, Bloomsbury Publishing, 2002 

 

American forces lost some 58,000 dead and over 300,000 wounded during their involvement in Vietnam – 74,000 of 
the wounded either quadriplegics or multiple amputees.  

The United States had not been defeated in the truest sense of the term in the Vietnam War… As many Americans 
were quick to point out, American soldiers never even lost a major battle during the entire course of the war.  

If the military had not failed in Vietnam it meant that the loss of the war was due to a wider failure of political 
policies and national morale. America, it seemed, had blundered. Its foreign policy had been misguided, its 
government had been less than genuine and its moral fibre found lacking.  

The controversial defeat in Vietnam caused a painful, national catharsis in American society, which represented a sea 
change in American cultural history. Before the Vietnam War American exceptionalism had been alive and well. The 
United States was a good nation led by well-meaning people. In times of trouble Americans came to the aid of 
faltering European powers to save democracy from the hands of tyrants. Vietnam was different. America had been 
defeated; its leaders had lied; its soldiers had committed atrocities; its society had nearly imploded. It seemed to 
many that America had chosen the wrong cause and was not a saviour in Vietnam, but a meddlesome bully.  

The Vietnam War had crushed American exceptionalism and as a result America came of age. No longer would the 
people trust their government as they had before. Americans now saw their nation as one fully capable to making 
mistakes in a very confusing world.  

After 1973 the political leadership of the country and the effectiveness of the military both fell under question. The 
effects of this national mistrust became known as ‘Vietnam Syndrome’. The public and national leaders were wary of 
using American military power overseas lest the resulting conflict become “another Vietnam”.  

In 1983 President Ronald Reagan launched an invasion of the tiny island of Grenada, in part so the nation and the 
military would feel good about themselves again. In a bumbling attempt to make good its rejection of Vietnam 
veterans, the nation and the military lavished praise on the soldiers returning from Grenada. During the “war” some 
6,000 soldiers fought a tiny battle against Cuban advisors. As a result, the government awarded 8.700 medals.  

On the home front most Americans struggled to forget the trauma of the Vietnam and the turmoil of the 1960s in 
an effort to get on with their lives… As a result, Vietnam quickly became the “forgotten war”. In the process of the 
formation of this national amnesia the veterans of the Vietnam War were shunted to the side as unwelcome 
reminders of defeat and a time best left forgotten. 
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Unlike veterans of most wars, Vietnam veterans returned to their nation quickly and without ceremony… One 
veteran recalls his homecoming: “On returning from Vietnam, minus my right arm, I was accosted twice… by 
individuals who inquired, ‘Where did you lose your arm? Vietnam?’ I replied, ‘Yes.’ The response was, ‘Good. Serves 
you right.’  

Rejection was made harder for Vietnam veterans because they could remember the great national welcome home 
afforded to their fathers after the Second World War.  

For years, the government and the Veterans Administration refused to admit that Vietnam veterans suffered any 
post-war problems. The professional psychiatric community only began to recognise their suffering in an organised 
way in the mid-1980s, and most veterans did not receive any treatment for their continuing problems until some 20 
years after the war had ended. In psychological terms these men suffer from Post-traumatic Stress Disorder which 
affects some 850,000 Vietnam veterans. [One commented], ‘Even today, I feel like so much of me died in Vietnam, 
that at times I wished all of me had died over there.’  

In both nations universities and centres of study dedicate themselves to understanding the culture and history of 
their ex enemy. Some programs, notably at the University of Southern Mississippi, even take students and veterans 
to Vietnam as a group to meet with Vietnamese students and veterans seeking a shared understanding of the most 
important events of their lives.  
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Further Reading/Watching 
 

1. Use previews on Google Books to find further evidence. Make sure you make a note of the author, the title 
of the book, the publisher and the year it was published  

2. Use Philip Allen History magazines – available through the library section on Schoology 
3. Visit a local library – ask for help from the librarian  
4. Watch the Ken Burns Vietnam War documentary on Netflix 
5. Watch documentaries on YouTube 
6. Listen to Vietnam War playlists e.g. on YouTube/Spotify and analyse some of their lyrics 
7. Watch Full Metal Jacket or Platoon on Netflix. How do they present the Vietnam War? In a positive/negative 

light? Look up reviews about them on US newspaper e.g. New York Times, Washington Post etc.  
 
However, remember: Your essay is about quality, not quantity. A good historian is selective. They know what 
to leave out as well as what to include in their work.  
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“The 5Rs”  
 

• Revealing: What did the Vietnam War reveal about the USA?  
 

What does the Vietnam War reveal about America? About the media? About America’s self-belief? About its 
attitudes towards others? About the anti-communist beliefs? 
 

• Resulting in change: What change did the Vietnam War bring about?  
 
Was the Vietnam War a turning point for the USA? What short-term change did it bring about? What about long-
term change? How deep was the change? How wide?  
 

• Remarkable: Did people remark on the Vietnam War at the time? 
 

Did people remark on the Vietnam War at the time? What did they say about it? Did the remark about it more 
during a certain time during the war? Have they remarked on it since?  
 

• Remembered: How well is he remembered?  
 
How well remembered is the Vietnam War? Is it remembered by many? By all? By some? What position does it hold 
in the collective memory? 
 

• Resonant: Does the war resonate? 
 
How does the Vietnam War resonate through history? How has it influenced foreign policy? Has it featured in films? 
In a positive/negative way?  
 
 
 

 


